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ABSTRACT
The New Horizons space probe led the first close flyby of one of the most primordial
and distant objects left over from the formation of the solar system, the contact bi-
nary Kuiper Belt object (486958) Arrokoth, which is composed of two progenitors, the
lobes nicknamed Ultima and Thule. In the current work, we investigated Arrokoth’s
surface in detail to identify the location of equilibrium points and also explore each
lobe’s individual dynamic features. We assume Arrokoth’s irregular shape as a homo-
geneous polyhedra contact binary. We numerically explore its dynamic characteristics
by computing its irregular binary geopotential to study its quantities, such as geomet-
ric height, oblateness, ellipticity, and zero-power curves. The stability of Arrokoth Hill
was also explored through zero-velocity curves. Arrokoth’s external equilibrium points
have no radial symmetry due to its highly irregular shape. We identified even equilib-
rium points concerning its shape and spin rate: i.e., four unstable external equilibrium
points and three inner equilibrium points, where two points are linearly stable, with
an unstable central point that has a slight offset from its centroid. Moreover, the large
and small lobes each have five equilibrium points with different topological structures
from those found in Arrokoth. Our results also indicate that the equatorial region of
Arrokoth’s lobes is an unstable area due to the high rotation period, while its polar
locations are stable resting sites for surface particles. Finally, the zero-power curves
indicate the locations around Arrokoth where massless particles experience enhancing
and receding orbital energy.
Key words: methods: numerical - celestial mechanics - minor planets, Kuiper Belt
object (486958) Arrokoth.
1 INTRODUCTION
The small contact binary (486958) Arrokoth (provision-
ally designated 2014 MU69 and unofficially named ‘Ultima
Thule’ by the New Horizons team) is the farthest and most
ancient body in the solar system visited by the New Hori-
zons spacecraft. Arrokoth is a member of the cold classical
Kuiper Belt objects with low inclinations and near-circular
orbits that are remnant materials of the building blocks of
the solar system (Delsanti & Jewitt 2006). Thus, our anal-
ysis of the preserved data from Arrokoth obtained by the
New Horizons planetary probe will be important for under-
standing the role that primitive Kuiper Belt objects may
? E-mail: andre.amarante@unesp.br
† E-mail: othon.winter@unesp.br
have played in planetary formation processes. In addition,
the small planetesimal Arrokoth is also the first primordial
contact binary ever explored in situ.
In the present work, we built two main numerical tools
and use the low facet polyhedral model of Arrokoth pre-
sented in Stern et al. (2019b) to investigate this system fur-
ther. To explore the dynamic geophysical environment on
each Arrokoth lobe surface specifically, we first use a modi-
fied version of Tsoulis (2012)’s code called the Minor-Gravity
package1 to numerically compute the binary’s gravitational
potential, as well as its first- and second-order derivatives.
Moreover, we also concentrate on the equilibria of Arrokoth.
We adopt a Minor-Equilibria package2 to find the location
1 https://github.com/a-amarante/minor-gravity.
2 https://github.com/a-amarante/minor-equilibria.
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of the equilibrium points and study their topological struc-
tures.
This paper is structured into the following sections.
In the next section, we reproduce a three-dimensional (3-
D) polyhedral model of Arrokoth in terms of its geometric
height. In addition, we discuss its topographic and physical
features using their surface tilts. We use our adopted math-
ematical model to explore the binary gravitational force po-
tential of the Arrokoth contact binary and the results for
equipotential curves and lines of force around Arrokoth are
presented and discussed in Section 3. We also compute the
oblateness and ellipticity of Arrokoth’s large and small lobes.
Section 4 presents the results of Arrokoth’s geometric and
physical characteristics presented in Section 2 in relation
to the dynamics of surface particles. In this section, we
computed the binary’s geopotential surface, surface accel-
erations, slopes, and escape speed to study the surface sta-
bility of each Arrokoth lobe. In Section 5, we show the equi-
librium points’ location, their stability, and the topological
structures of Arrokoth and its individual lobes. Additionally,
we analyzed the effect of different densities on the dynamic
properties of their equilibria. The results associated with the
stability of Arrokoth Hill and the return speed, orbital en-
ergy and gravity power of the Arrokoth contact binary are
also discussed and presented at the end of this section. Fi-
nally, in the last section, we provide our conclusions and
some perspectives.
2 GEOMETRIC AND PHYSICAL FEATURES
OF THE ARROKOTH SHAPE MODEL
An overview of the initial results from the New Horizons
spacecraft’s close-approach reconnaissance showed that Ar-
rokoth has a peculiar shape. It is a contact binary with an
overall major axis length of 31.7± 0.5 km that is composed
of two grossly spherical parental lobes with radii of ∼ 9.75
and ∼ 7.1 km for the large lobe ‘Ultima’ and the small lobe
‘Thule’, respectively (Stern et al. 2019a). This odd shape
resembled a ‘snowman or bowling pin’. However, the initial
results from New Horizons’ space probe exploration show
that the best-fitting shape for the Arrokoth contact binary
planetesimal is approximately a lenticular shape with overall
dimensions of ∼ 35± 1× 20± 1× 10± 3 km, where the large
and small lobes rotate around a common centre mass with
a slow rotation period of 15.92±0.02 h (Stern et al. 2019b).
In this work, we used the 3-D shape of Arrokoth based
on the initial results of flyby images obtained with time
observation using the New Horizons spacecraft’s LORRI
imager component during the close approach (Stern et al.
2019b).3 For our purposes, we are only interested in the
geometric vertices (v) of Stern et al. (2019b)’s best-fitting
shape model. In Fig. 1, we reproduced the Arrokoth poly-
hedral model using 1,046 vertices and 2,928 edges combined
into 1,952 triangular faces.4 We constructed our polyhedral
3 We obtained polyhedral data for Arrokoth from the 3D Asteroid
Catalogue website: https://3d-asteroids.space/asteroids/
486958-Arrokoth.
4 We used the gnuplot program (Williams et al. 2011) to build
the triangular mesh of this figure.
model of Arrokoth using the same volume and overall dimen-
sions computed from Stern et al. (2019b). Our polyhedral
model also has an approximate total volume of 2,428 km3
and an ‘equivalent’ spherical diameter of ∼ 8.3 km. The large
lobe has a volume of 1,364 km3, while the small lobe has a
volume of 1,000 km3, with each lobe having spherical di-
ameters of ∼ 6.9 and ∼ 6.2, respectively. The thin ‘neck’ of
Arrokoth has a volume of only 64 km3 with a spherical di-
ameter of ∼ 2.5 km. Our measurements are also consistent
with the estimated volumes obtained by Stern et al. (2019b).
Figure 1 illustrates Arrokoth’s 3-D polyhedral shape from 6
perspectives: ±x, ±y and ±z. The colour box code gives the
barycentre distance of each triangular face from the major
axis x. The colours range from blue to red and highlight the
large and small lobe shapes that resemble a ‘pancake’ and
a ‘walnut’, respectively. Fig. 1 shows that Arrokoth’s shape
is irregular, asymmetric, and non-convex. The projections
of the shape in the equatorial planes xOy, xOz and yOz are
totally different.
2.1 Geometric Height
We define the surface distance of each triangular face cen-
troid from the major axis x as geometric height. This purely
geometric quantity in addition to the surface tilt angles is
useful when dealing with an elongated body topography
where a descending spacecraft must land on the surface
of an object. The geometric height could provide informa-
tion about the x−axis’ axial distance from the body sur-
face to the space probe (e.g., see Chanut et al. (2015)). In
Fig. 2, we plotted Arrokoth’s topographic shape from +x
(left side) and +z (right side) axes. In the left-hand side
of Fig. 2, the approximate width and length measures of
Arrokoth’s neck and its small and large lobes are shown
in kilometres. From this perspective, the large lobe clearly
has a lenticular shape, while the shape of the small lobe
is more equidimensional. Our model of Arrokoth’s shape
fits into the bounding box of −17.377359 ≤ x ≤ 17.563710,
−9.734253≤ y≤ 9.826064 and −4.931453≤ z≤ 5.121795 km.
Our model shows that the large lobe has dimensions of ap-
proximately 21.36×19.56×6.61 km, whereas the small lobe
has dimensions of approximately 15.50× 13.73× 10.05 km,
which are also consistent with the estimated uncertain-
ties observed by Stern et al. (2019b). The neck is between
3.8− 1.8 km away from the left side of Arrokoth along the
x-axis, and their y and z dimensions have dimensions of ap-
proximately 11.16× 6.22 km. The black lines on the right-
hand side of Fig. 2 shows the distances measured from the
body’s barycentre along the x-axis in kilometres. This fig-
ure shows that the centre mass of Arrokoth contact binary
lies inside the large lobe and it is an offset 1.8 km from Ar-
rokoth’s neck. The edges of the large and small lobes are ap-
proximately equidistant from the barycentre. The geometric
centres of the large and small lobes are 16.5 km apart.
A contour plot of Arrokoth’s level curves is shown in
Fig. 3. This contour plot used conversion of simple Cartesian
co-ordinates to spherical co-ordinates, where the Cartesian
co-ordinates are the vertices of each polyhedral triangular
facet with respect to the centre mass. The colours highlight
the geometric height. Both lobes have local maximum values
for geometric height near the equator; thus, we can interpret
this topographic feature as a mountain summit.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Figure 1. Geometric polyhedral shape model in 3-D of Arrokoth shown in 6 perspective views (±x, ±y, and ±z). The shape was built
with 1,046 vertices, 2,928 edges, and 1,952 triangular faces. The color code gives the centroid facet distance from the major axis x in km
(Geometric Height). An animated movie of our 3-D Arrokoth polyhedral shape model is available online (Movie 1).
Figure 2. (left-hand side) Arrokoth topographic shape viewed from the +x major axis. The black bars show approximated width and
length of the “neck”, small and large lobes, respectively, measured from x-axis (0) in km. (right-hand side) Arrokoth shape viewed from
the +z major axis. The black bars indicate the distances from the Arrokoth geometric centre (0) along the x-axis, in km. The angular
velocity vector is taken along the z-axis direction according to the right-hand rule and it also lies at the body centroid (0). The color
code gives the Geometric Height in km.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Figure 3. Level curves contours of Arrokoth topographic. The
color bar denotes the depth to the major axis x in km (Geometric
Height). The black contour lines represent levels every 2 km.
Figure 4. Map of surface tilt angles computed across the surface
of Arrokoth shown in perspective views −x, −y and −z. The color
code gives the angle (degrees) between the normal vector of each
facet and the vector with the origin at the x−axis and ending at
the face centroid.
2.2 Surface Tilts
Surface tilt angles are used to map the orientation of the
surface of a body relative to a vector, which is usually mea-
sured from the centre mass of the body to the surface face
centroid (Scheeres et al. 2016). Here, we used a different ap-
proach: i.e., we chose to use the geometric height vector to
deal with this geometric feature. The geometric height vec-
tor is measured from the major axis x distance point to the
face’s barycentre. We then used the dot product between
this vector and the normal face vector to find the surface
tilt angle of the local face. Figure 4 shows our results. As
expected, the largest value of the surface tilt angles did not
exceed 90◦, except for some cases at the edges of the lobes,
with angles of up to 140◦. Comparing perspectives of the
large lobe, i.e., −x, −y and −z, we can conclude that be-
tween the equator and the poles, the surface tilts have the
most highest values, with most between 40◦−60◦. However,
the values decrease to close to zero at the poles, where the
surface tilts are mostly longitudinally uniform. Meanwhile,
the small lobe shows a type of longitudinal non-uniformity
on its surface tilts, which is caused by the lobe’s asymmetri-
cal shape. This finding implies the existence of some craters
on the small lobe’s surface (Spencer et al. 2020). Arrokoth’s
neck has most of the surface tilts around 60◦ in addition to
most of the highest Arrokoth surface tilt angles (except at
body edges) as can be seen from perspective −y. This same
analysis can be extended for the other projection planes.
Arrokoth’s mass remains unknown because no satellites
could better estimate its mass (Stern et al. 2019a; Stern et al.
2019b). Its density is also poorly constrained and the large
and small lobes are expected to have the same density as
their volume ratio of ∼ 1.36. Arrokoth’s surface colour sug-
gests that the presence of less water ice on Arrokoth than on
Nix, a satellite of Pluto similar in size to Arrokoth (Stern
et al. 2019a; Grundy et al. 2020). To estimate Arrokoth’s
mass for our model, we assume a uniform mean bulk den-
sity of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3 derived from cometary nuclei models
(Stern et al. 2019b) that give us a total body mass of ap-
proximately M = 1.2138× 1015 kg. The masses of the large
and small lobes are 6.819×1014 and 5.000×1014 kg, respec-
tively. The neck has a mass of 3.190× 1013 kg. In addition,
we compute Arrokoth’s principal moments of inertia as nor-
malized by the total body mass5:
Jxx/M = 18.279667km2,
Jyy/M = 89.744625km2,
Jzz/M = 101.682581km2.
Table 1 shows the values for Arrokoth’s principal moments of
inertia as normalized by the respective lobe mass Ml (l = 1,2)
for the large and small lobes.
3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The New Horizons spacecraft’s flyby images suggest that
the shape of Arrokoth’s minor body can be considered as
5 A modified version of the Mirtich (1996) algorithm was used to
compute Arrokoth’s principal moments of inertia, as well as those
for each individual lobe.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Table 1. Values of the principal moments of inertia, (normalized
by the respective mass of each body), the gravitational coefficients
C20 andC22 (normalized by the respective mass and squared spher-
ical radius of each body), and of mass-distribution dimensionless
parameter σ calculated for each Arrokoth lobe. Ml (l = 1,2) repre-
sents the mass for the large (1) and small (2) lobes, respectively.
Large Small
Jxx/Ml (km2) 15.723384 11.951184
Jyy/Ml (km2) 22.016971 15.384692
Jzz/Ml (km2) 33.283804 17.246621
C20 -0.309325 -0.097417
C22 0.033766 0.023366
σ 0.36 0.65
two roughly spherical but flattened lobes brought into con-
tact (Fig. 2). For our purposes, therefore, we consider that
Arrokoth’s gravitational field is generated by a near-contact
polyhedral binary system. This approach has been widely
used to study the nearby dynamic environments around bi-
nary small bodies (e.g., see Scheeres et al. (2006); Fahnestock
& Scheeres (2008); Bellerose (2008); McMahon & Scheeres
(2010); Yu & Baoyin (2013); Feng et al. (2016); Yu et al.
(2017); Jiang et al. (2018); Lan et al. (2018); Shi et al.
(2018); Zeng et al. (2018)). For example, Feng et al. (2016)
use a shape model of a contact binary body consisting of
ellipsoidal and spherical components in physical contact to
study the asteroidal contact binary system (1996) HW1. Our
non-convex polyhedral model was adopted to consider the
irregularity of binary gravitational fields that represent ir-
regular shapes and the corresponding gravitational fields of
the primary (large) and secondary (small) lobes. Binary mi-
nor bodies are relatively common; therefore, our methods
will be applicable to other similar binary systems with poly-
hedral model data. Our results can provide general insights
into the dynamic environments and orbital behaviours in the
vicinity of these binary bodies.
3.1 Elongation and Oblateness
We can also compute a reference triaxial ellipsoid for Ar-
rokoth and each lobe using their principal moments of iner-
tia. According to Dobrovolskis (1996), every diagonal inertia
tensor is identical to that of an equivalent ellipsoid of mass M
and principal semi-axes a≥ b≥ c, with corresponding prin-
cipal moments Jxx, Jyy and Jzz. The principal semimajor axes
a, b and c are solved as follows:
a =
√
5(Jyy + Jzz− Jxx)
2M
,
b =
√
5(Jxx + Jzz− Jyy)
2M
, (1)
c =
√
5(Jxx + Jyy− Jzz)
2M
.
This configuration leads us to consider the Arrokoth
lobes as triaxial ellipsoids with overall dimensions in each
principal semi-axes a, b and c given in Table 2. For the Ar-
rokoth contact binary, our model used Eq. (2) to provide a
body with principal semi-axes of 20.8×8.7×4.0 km, which
are close to the overall dimensions of the body.
Table 2. Overall semi-axes dimensions (km) of the Arrokoth
lobes.
Lobe a b c
Large 9.9 8.2 3.3
Small 7.2 5.9 5.0
Arrokoth 20.8 8.7 4.0
From the moments of inertia, we computed the two
main terms C20 (−J2) and C22 of the harmonic expansion
that corresponds to the second-order and the degree of grav-
ity harmonic coefficients and expressed the irregular shape
of the mass distribution of a body (MacMillan 1958). Our
model yielded the following values for gravitational field
terms (divided by the body mass and squared spherical ra-
dius):
C20 =− 12MR2s
(2Jzz− Jxx− Jyy) =−0.685765,
C22 =
1
4MR2s
(Jyy− Jxx) = 0.257016. (2)
If we choose a measure of Rs = 8.337 km (equivalent
spherical radius) for the normalization radius and knowing
that J2 =−C20, then we get from Eq. (2) the dimensionless
values of J2 = −6.858× 10−1 and C22 = 2.570× 10−1 for Ar-
rokoth’s gravitational field coefficients. The zonal coefficient
J2 gives an idea of Arrokoth’s equatorial oblateness and the
tesseral coefficient C22 gives an idea of the equatorial de-
formation due to the mutual interaction of both lobes. The
zonal J2 and tesseral C22 coefficients are of the same order
of magnitude for Arrokoth, which means that Arrokoth has
a highly oblate as well as elongated shape. We computed
the zonal and tesseral gravitational coefficients for each lobe
and the results are shown in Table 1. As expected from Fig.
2, the large lobe has higher oblateness as well as elonga-
tion than the small lobe. The large lobe had an oblateness
∼ 1.72× greater than that observed by Grishin et al. (2020).
The small lobe had an approximately equal oblateness of
0.1 to that observed by Grishin et al. (2020). These authors
used ellipsoidal models for the large and small lobes.
We applied Werner (1997)’s numerical algorithm in the
polyhedral model of Arrokoth considering a uniform bulk
density to calculate the gravitational spherical harmonic co-
efficients Cn,m, and Sn,m up to order and degree 4th. Table
3 summarizes our numerical results for Arrokoth’s gravita-
tional field coefficients. In contrast to the gravitational field
coefficients presented in the literature, we find it more useful
to present the normalized coefficients in Table 3. These nu-
merical gravity coefficients must be fully normalized up to
order and degree 10th onwards to avoid divergence because
of the order of their magnitudes according to the formu-
lae presented in MacMillan (1936) and Kaula (1966). Table
3 shows that the zonal gravity coefficients C20 (−J2) and
C40 (−J4) have a closer order of magnitude in absolute val-
ues than zonal gravity C30 (−J3). These results reveal an
irregular gravitational field with a tear-drop shape pointing
towards the small lobe (Fig. 5) that differs, e.g., from the
Earth’s gravitational field, which is more spherical (Pavlis
et al. 2008).
Hu & Scheeres (2004) define a mass-distribution dimen-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Table 3. Arrokoth normalized numerical gravity field harmonics
coefficients up to order and degree 4th, using the polyhedral shape
model. These coefficients are computed using the reference radius
distance of Rs = 8.337 km. The frame is located at the centre of
mass and aligned with the principal moments of inertia.
Order (n) Degree (m) Cn,m Sn,m
0 0 1.0 -
1 0 0 -
1 1 0 0
2 0 −6.857653×10−1 -
2 1 0 0
2 2 2.570156×10−1 0
3 0 3.973648×10−3 -
3 1 −1.765315×10−2 1.904884×10−3
3 2 −5.392922×10−4 −1.610207×10−3
3 3 −1.190173×10−2 −3.995327×10−4
4 0 1.030572 -
4 1 2.667503×10−3 3.726019×10−3
4 2 −9.218806×10−2 −5.937414×10−4
4 3 −4.096281×10−4 −6.703860×10−4
4 4 6.406631×10−3 −3.255937×10−4
sionless parameter σ to study the measurement of a body’s
shape using its gravitational field.
σ =
Jyy− Jxx
Jzz− Jxx =−
4C22
C20−2C22 = 0.86, (3)
where 0≤σ ≤ 1 for any mass distribution with Jxx ≤ Jyy ≤ Jzz.
If σ = 0, the body has a rotational symmetry about the z-
axis (Jyy = Jxx), while one with a value of σ = 1 denotes a
body with rotational symmetry about the x-axis (Jyy = Jzz).
This value of σ = 0.86 from Eq. (3) leads us to conclude
that Arrokoth has a near rotational symmetry about the x-
axis, i.e., it has an equivalent highly prolate shape (Jacobi
ellipsoid) like asteroids (433) Eros, (216) Kleopatra (Chanut
et al. 2014, 2015) and the inferred shape of interstellar object
1I/2017 U1 ‘Oumuamua’ (Meech et al. 2017; Katz 2018; Hui
& Knight 2019; Vazan & Sari 2020; Zhang & Lin 2020). The
dimensionless mass distribution parameters σ for the large
and small lobes are also given in Table 1. The results show
that the large lobe (σ = 0.36) has a close rotational symme-
try about the z-axis like asteroid (101955) Bennu (Amarante
et al. 2019). The small lobe (σ = 0.65) denotes a parame-
ter value that gives a rotational symmetry between z-axis
(σ = 0) and x-axis (σ = 1), as asteroid (21) Lutetia (Aljbaae
et al. 2017).
3.2 Binary Gravitational Force Potential
The formulation of the binary gravitational force potential
Ub used herein is based on representing each lobe as a closed
polyhedron with triangular faces. We also considered that
Arrokoth is a complete homogeneous contact binary body
with constant density. We used the polyhedral approach to
compute the mutual gravitational force potential of a poly-
hedron. Based on these assumptions, the binary gravita-
tional force potential Ub can be computed using Equation
(4) by the sum of individual ones U1 and U2 of each lobe,
respectively:
Ub(x,y,z) =U1(x,y,z)+U2(x,y,z), (4)
where x, y and z represent the co-ordinates of a massless
particle in the binary body-fixed frame measured from the
barycentre of the binary system, with the unit vectors de-
fined along the minimum, intermediate and maximum mo-
ments of inertia, respectively.
The models developed by Werner (1994), Petrovic´
(1996) and Werner & Scheeres (1997) provide a particularly
convenient and robust analytic solution in the calculation of
the gravitational force potential and its derivatives due to
a homogeneous polyhedron with polygonal faces. We briefly
describe the numerical polyhedra method used in our work
(Petrovic´ 1996; Tsoulis & Petrovic´ 2001) in Appendix A.
3.3 Binary Equipotential Curves
Figure 5 shows Arrokoth’s potential energy surfaces, which
were numerically computed using the polyhedral approach
through the Minor-Gravity package from the xOy, xOz and
yOz projection planes. From the potential energy surfaces,
we plotted the binary equipotential curves in each projec-
tion plane. The contour lines denote the binary equipoten-
tial curves and the line colours show the Arrokoth binary
gravitational force potential Ub in m2 s−2. The model of Ar-
rokoth’s model is also plotted in the projection planes (per-
spectives +z,−y and +x, respectively) with black lines. Fig. 5
shows that the binary force potential energy Ub in the vicin-
ity of Arrokoth lies approximately between (blue to green)
a minimum value of −10.51 m2 s−2 and a maximum value of
−6.27 m2 s−2. We can also show that the binary force po-
tential has a global minimum value of −11.30 m2 s−2, which
has an approximated offset by +4.5 km in the x-axis direc-
tion from Arrokoth’s centre mass and it is inside the large
lobe. Notably, the small lobe also has a local minima point
slightly higher than the large lobe. The binary equipoten-
tial curves from projection planes xOy and xOz of Fig. 5 are
quite similar. From projection plane xOz, these curves seem
more oblate than those that emerge from the xOy projection
plane. The reason for this result is in Arrokoth’s contact
binary shape as discussed in section 2. The shape of binary
equipotential curves resembles a ‘teardrop’ pointing towards
the small lobe from inside the Arrokoth contact binary to
its surface.
3.4 Lines of Force
Figure 6 shows the results of the acceleration over the sur-
face and inside the Arrokoth contact binary. The contour
maps denote the lines of force and the coloured levels show
the intensity of the binary gravity attraction vector |−∇Ub|,
in mm s−2. Arrokoth contact binary’s shape is also repre-
sented with a grey shadow in the perspectives +z, −y and
+x, respectively. We can observe from the xOy and xOz plots
that the acceleration is slightly higher at the small (red) lobe
boundary than the large (orange) lobe boundary with a max-
imum approximated local value of ∼ 9.64×10−1 mm s−2. In
addition, the numerical surface acceleration computed across
the neck is lower than the acceleration computed over the
large and the small lobe boundaries with a minimum ap-
proximated local value of ∼ 5.89×10−1 mm s−2.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Figure 5. Numerical gravitational force potential energy of Ar-
rokoth contact binary in the xOy, xOz, and yOz planes, respectively.
The contour lines represent the binary equipotential curves and
the color code gives the intensity of the Arrokoth mutual gravi-
tational force potential Ub in m2 s−2.
Figure 6. Numerical gravity field of Arrokoth contact binary
in the xOy, xOz, and yOz planes, respectively. The contour levels
denote the lines of force and the color panel gives the intensity
(acceleration) of the gravity attraction vector |−∇Ub| in mm s−2.
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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4 SURFACE ENVIRONMENT DYNAMICS
In this section, we present our detailed results for geopoten-
tial surface, surface accelerations, surface slopes and escape
speed over Arrokoth contact binary’s entire surface. Previ-
ous studies (Spencer et al. 2020; McKinnon et al. 2020) have
already presented some partial results for these features. In
addition, we also show Arrokoth’s surface stability through
dynamic slope angles.
We define a binary geopotential function in the following
subsection to describe conservative quantities, as we shall see
further on. We followed the same simple geopotential func-
tion definition as Scheeres (2015), which is sometimes also
called a modified, effective, rotational, or pseudopotential
function.
4.1 Binary Geopotential
We specify the binary geopotential Vb(x,y,z) as a mathemat-
ical function of a position vector that combines the mutual
gravitational force potential energy (Eq. (4)) from both lobes
(index 1 for the primary large lobe and index 2 for the sec-
ondary small lobe) in addition to the effective contribution
(centripetal potential) from the spin velocity vector Ω of the
contact binary system. When computed over a body, the bi-
nary geopotential is a significant quantity that can be used
to express the amount of energy flowing on the surface and
within a bi-lobed body. It is directly related to the stress ex-
perienced internally by a spinning near-contact binary body
(Katz 2019; Prentice 2019; Stern et al. 2019b). When com-
bined with kinetic energy relative to the binary body-frame
system, the binary geopotential results in a conserved quan-
tity that reduces the dynamic motion of a particle in some
allowed regions on the binary body-fixed frame. It can also
be useful to compute the accelerations in the binary rotating
frame that act on a particle given its location vector. In this
section, some of their features over each Arrokoth lobe sur-
face are computed as the binary geopotential surface, surface
accelerations, surface slopes and surface escape speed. The
expression of the binary geopotential in the binary rotating
frame takes on a simpler form:
Vb(x,y,z) =−
1
2
ω2(x2 + y2)+U1(x,y,z)+U2(x,y,z), (5)
where the first right-hand side term is the centripetal po-
tential with |Ω| = ω; U1(x,y,z) and U2(x,y,z) describe the
gravitational force potential energy from the large and small
lobes, respectively. Eq. (A2) shows that their negative signal
denotes attractive binary geopotential.
4.2 Binary Geopotential Surface
The equatorial regions of the large and small lobes suffer the
influence of a maximum binary geopotential surface with re-
spect to the poles, which have the lowest values. Figure 7
shows the binary geopotential computed across Arrokoth’s
surface. As can be seen in the large lobe, this influence is
almost 1.3 times higher at the equator than at the poles,
while the small lobe has a binary geopotential surface local
point of maxima value of −8.38 m2 s−2 at the equatorial re-
gion and a local point of minima value of −9.98 m2 s−2 at
its poles. At the neck, this influence is further minimized
(−10.48 m2 s−2). These findings are in accordance with the
geometric height feature shown in Fig. 1. As the binary grav-
itational force potential (Eq. A2) is attractive from Eq. 5, if
a triangular facet centroid is farther away from the x-axis,
i.e., it has a higher geometric height, then the binary geopo-
tential surface should be higher at this location. This re-
sult explains why Arrokoth contact binary has higher binary
geopotential surface values at the equatorial regions than at
the poles. However, we do not consider the centripetal po-
tential component of Eq. 5. For minor bodies with low spin
periods, the centripetal potential influence interferes signif-
icantly in the geopotential effect across their surfaces. For
example, the asteroid (101955) Bennu’s geopotential is in-
fluenced by its rotational potential (Scheeres et al. 2016).
However, for the Arrokoth contact binary, which has a high
15.92 h rotation period, its geopotential influence is not sig-
nificant. Although the correct way to analyze this behaviour
would be to consider the vector radius from Arrokoth’s cen-
tre mass, the geometric height could give clues about the
binary geopotential surface values. Our results also agree
with Stern et al. (2019b), who noted that the equatorial re-
gions of the large and small lobes are binary geopotential
highs.
4.3 Surface Accelerations
Figure 8 expresses the numerical acceleration computed over
Arrokoth’s surface in mm s−2, where this arises from both
the gravitational and centripetal accelerations and is com-
puted using the gradient of Eq. (5):
|−∇Vb(x,y,z)|. (6)
The acceleration has the highest values at the pole regions
of the large and small lobes, and is much higher at the small
lobe’s poles (red). The surface acceleration has a local point
of maxima value of 9.07× 10−1 mm s−2 at the large lobe’s
poles, while it has a global point of maxima value of 9.50
mm s−2 at the small lobe’s poles. The results imply that the
large lobe has a slightly lower maximum acceleration value
of ∼ 95.47% than the small lobe. Therefore, the large and
small lobes considerably influence the intensity of accelera-
tion experienced by a dust particle near the surface of the
body. For comparison purposes, the magnitudes of the accel-
erations computed on Pluto’s surface6 are 620 mm s−2, about
six hundred times greater than the magnitudes of Fig. 7. For
Earth’s surface acceleration (9,800 mm s−2), we have an ap-
proximate factor ten thousand times greater. The Arrokoth
numerical surface accelerations range computed by our poly-
hedral model approximated between 0.55−0.95 mm s−2 (Fig.
8) from a global point of minima at the neck (blue) to
a global point of maxima at the small lobe’s poles (red),
which is also in accordance with the estimated Arrokoth
surface acceleration limits obtained by Stern et al. (2019b)
and McKinnon et al. (2020). Again, the centripetal poten-
tial influence is not significant. This can be confirmed when
comparing the accelerations found in Fig. 6 from | −∇Ub|.
Figure 8 is also in line with Fig. 7: i.e., the surface locations
of minimum binary geopotential values (poles) correspond
6 https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/
plutofact.html
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Figure 7. Map of the binary geopotential computed across the surface of the Arrokoth contact binary. The color bar gives the numeric
values of Equation 5, in m2 s−2.
Figure 8. Gravitational acceleration computed over neck, large and small lobe surfaces shown in 3 perspective views (−x, −y and −z).
The color code gives the intensity of the total gravity attraction vector |−∇Vb(x,y,z)| on the surface of Arrokoth contact binary, in mm s−2.
to sites of maximum surface acceleration values (poles). The
regions on Arrokoth’s surface with maximum binary geopo-
tential values (equator) correspond to locations of minimum
surface acceleration values (equator).
4.4 Surface Slopes
The mapping of surface slope angles assist in understand-
ing the motion of free particles across the surface of the
body. Equation (7) defines the surface slope angles in corre-
lation with the local topography and local binary geopoten-
tial field:
θ = 180◦− acos
(−∇Vb(x,y,z) · nˆ
|−∇Vb(x,y,z)|
)
. (7)
By definition, if slope angles θ > 90◦, then the local surface
faces are unstable sites, where cohesionless particles will be
ejected from the body. In contrast, for surface slope angles
in a range of 0◦ < θ < 90◦, the movement of free particles is
defined by the friction angle θ f , where µ f = tan
(
θ f
)
is the
coefficient of friction. Figure 9 shows the slope angles over
the Arrokoth lobes’ surfaces. The colour panel shows that
the slope angles over the surface of Arrokoth contact binary
are low, except in the neck, where they can exceed 40◦ and
reach a maximum slope angle of 146◦ (which occurs at the
longitude of 134◦ and latitude of 2◦). The minimum slope
angle is close to zero and it lies over the large lobe poles
∼ 6 km apart from the barycentre. Given the friction angle
θ f = 40◦, a friction coefficient µ f of at least 0.84 would be
necessary for a non-sliding condition to hold over the entire
surface of each of Arrokoth’s lobes. When the local surface
slope angle θ exceeds the friction angle θ f , the particles that
were initially at rest start moving towards the locations of
the lower intensity of surface slopes. While the portion of
the body surface corresponding to θ < θ f is a stable site
that allows particles to attach and is susceptible accumula-
tion of materials. From the perspectives −y and −z of Fig.
9, we note that most of the highest slope angle values are
located across the surface of the large lobe (between 15◦ and
40◦), while most of the slope values over the small lobe’s sur-
face are small (between 0◦ and 15◦). Although the maximum
value of the slope angle mapped on the surface of Arrokoth’s
lobes is located at the neck, the large lobe’s equator also has
a considerable number of sites close to high slope intensity,
which is shown by the yellow to red colour box range in the
equatorial area located at the beginning of the large lobe’s
equator near the neck region. Comparing the large and small
lobes from Fig. 9, Arrokoth’s dynamic slope angle θ is longi-
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Figure 9. Directions of the local acceleration vector field tangent
to the surface of Arrokoth contact binary (ρ = 0.5 g cm−3). The
color code denotes surface slope angles, in degrees.
Figure 10. Local normal escape speed over Arrokoth contact bi-
nary surface, in m s−1. If the launch speed is greater than the given
speed the particle will escape. These values are derived assuming
the particle is launched normally to the surface.
tudinally uniform across the large lobe and increasing in the
latitudinal directions from the poles to the equator, while
the small lobe shows some dynamic peculiarities of slope
angles that emerge from its longitudinal non-uniformity. In
general, except at the neck, Figs 7, 8 and 9 show that the
sites that comprise the lowest binary geopotential intensities
also indicate the lowest dynamic slope angle values. Loca-
tions that have the highest binary geopotential values, also
have the highest slope intensities. Therefore, the flow ten-
dency of surface particles across the surface of each Arrokoth
lobe is to migrate towards the locations that cover the lowest
intensities of the dynamic slope angle.
4.5 Surface Stability
To validate the analysis in the previous subsection, we con-
sidered the centripetal potential in illustrating the directions
of the tangential gravity attraction vector field for each Ar-
rokoth lobe. In general, the vectors point in the direction of
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downslope motion. Figure 9 shows the tangential accelera-
tion vector field for the large and small lobes. The colour box
code represents the dynamic slope angle θ . The arrows over
the large lobe are clearly mostly pointing from the equa-
torial region towards the polar regions, and also towards
the neck. In this case, the equatorial region is not suitable
for containing loose material, while the polar locations have
some sink areas that would retain surface particles. This is a
peculiar slope pattern, which is due to Arrokoth contact bi-
nary’s high spin period. For minor bodies, which in general
have a sufficiently lower rotation period, the slope arrows are
reversed and the equatorial region is the stable region. We
verified this reversal of the expected behavioural pattern,
e.g., in asteroid triple systems (2001) SN263 Alpha (Winter
et al. 2020), binary systems (1999) KW4 Alpha (Scheeres
2012) and single systems (101955) Bennu (Scheeres et al.
2016). The central region (black and grey circles) of the large
lobe’s poles carry the lowest slope angle values at well below
5◦. From perspective ±z, there is a yellow area between the
poles and the small lobe’s equator that have a slightly higher
slope intensity, which shows the existence of local surface de-
pressions observed by Spencer et al. (2020). The results are
in agreement with the surface tilt angles of the small lobe
in Fig. 4. The black circles across the small lobe’s surface
(perspectives −x, −y and −z) indicate the same sink area
for downslope particle motion direction. There is a stable
resting site at this location that would be favourable to the
accumulation of materials, which would explain the salience,
i.e., a kind of bulge (left-hand side of Fig. 2) between the
poles and the equatorial regions of the small lobe. This same
behaviour can be evidence for another sink area on the small
lobe represented by grey circles in perspectives +y and +z.
Another peculiarity about the dynamic slope angle θ is
the proximity of the neck. In this region, we have an ups-
lope motion. This occurs because the surface tilt angles at
the neck have the highest values (Fig. 4). Then, the supple-
mentary angle between the normal face vector and the total
gravity attraction vector is greater than 90◦, i.e., θ > 90◦.
Hence, the neck is an unstable region in which a free particle
can be removed from Arrokoth contact binary. Nevertheless,
the overall picture of the slope angles and tangential accel-
eration vector fields do not vary significantly for densities7
up to 0.25 g cm−3.
4.6 Escape Speed
Another item of interest for surface stability is the nec-
essary escape speed that a loose particle experiences over
Arrokoth’s lobes, which defines the boundary numbers for
the local launch speed below which the free particles may
re-impact Arrokoth contact binary’s surface. Let us com-
pute the escape speed considering only the local gravity,
Arrokoth’s total mass and its rotational motion (Scheeres
2012). Then, the escape speed ve yields:
ve =−nˆ · (Ω×r)+
√
[nˆ · (Ω×r)]2−2Ubmin − (Ω×r)2 (8)
7 An animated movie is available online that shows how the over-
all picture of the dynamic slope angles change as a function of
density (Movie 2).
where r is the radius vector from the body’s centre mass to
the local surface and Ubmin = min
[
Ub,−GM|r|
]
.
From Eq. (8), we compute the escape speed ve over
Arrokoth’s lobe surface. Figure 10 shows the escape speed
mapped across the surfaces of each of Arrokoth’s lobes using
the binary gravitational force potential Ub from the polyhe-
dral model of Arrokoth (Fig. 5). On the one hand, the launch
speed numbers are distributed mostly with low values over
Arrokoth’s lobes. On the other hand, the high intensities
(up to 8.9 m s−1) of escape speeds are located over the hemi-
sphere of the large lobe and near the neck. Over most of
the surface, the escape speed is between 2.5−8.5 m s−1, and
in the neck between Arrokoth’s two lobes, at its perspective
±z, the escape speeds can achieve 7.9 m s−1. It is important
to note that escape speeds are not a well-defined quantity
when Arrokoth contact binary has locally non-convex re-
gions, where a speed normal for the surface would result in a
re-impact with a different surface location, which is the case
for the neck region. Nevertheless, the results still indicate
the level of speed generally necessary to generate energies
consistent with escape from Arrokoth contact binary.
5 EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
Arrokoth contact binary’s equilibrium points are the critical
points of the binary geopotential Vb(x,y,z). Thus, consider-
ing Arrokoth’s binary geopotential (Eq. (5)), the location of
these equilibrium points can be found by solving the follow-
ing equation:
−∇Vb(x,y,z) = 0. (9)
For each lobe, we can compute their equilibrium points
taking the gradient of each single geopotential Vl(x,y,z) =
− 12ω2(x2 + y2)+Ul(x,y,z), where l = 1,2.
5.1 Equilibria Location
Our computed equilibrium points for Arrokoth and its indi-
vidual lobes are presented in Table 4. The equilibria stabil-
ity can be investigated using quantities such as zero-velocity
curves, return speed, orbital energy, and the gravity-power
equation. The equilibrium points are stationary orbits in
the binary body-fixed co-ordinate frame and the number of
solutions of Eq. (9) depend on the shape and spin period of
the body. Our polyhedral model derived from Stern et al.
(2019b) provided seven equilibrium points for Arrokoth’s
shape with a density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3, 1,952 triangular faces
and a spin rate of 15.92 h. Using the polyhedral technique,
we were found four external equilibrium points (E1, E2, E3
and E4) and three inner equilibrium points (E5, E6 and E7).
Table 4 shows the location of Arrokoth’s equilibrium points.
Additionally, we indicate their latitude φ (degrees), longi-
tude λ (degrees), radial distance from centre mass (km) and
geopotential Vm(x,y,z), m = b,1,2 (m2 s−2) values. Table 4
shows that all of Arrokoth’s seven equilibrium points are
slightly out-of-plane. In other words, they are not in the
equatorial plane xOy because of its asymmetrical shape in
the latitudinal direction (left-hand side of Fig. 2). The equi-
librium points E1 and E4 have the same order of magnitude
in their z-axis components (∼ 10−3), while the other points
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Table 4. Location of equilibrium points about Arrokoth, large and small lobes, and their values of latitude φ , longitude λ , radial
barycentre distance, and the geopotential, Vm(x,y,z), m = b,1,2. Equilibria are computed through polyhedral or mascons techniques with
Minor-Equilibria package and an accuracy of 10−5, assuming a constant density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3 and spin period. We use a rotation
period of 15.92 h for Arrokoth and 9.2 h for each lobe.
Point X (km) Y (km) Z (km) φ (deg) λ (deg) radii (km) Vm(x,y,z) (m2 s−2)
Arrokoth
E1 22.4071 -0.561209 0.00426405 0.0108999 358.565 22.4142 -7.31413
E2 -1.61385 17.2582 0.0371507 0.122802 95.3423 17.3335 -6.08598
E3 -22.7559 0.0167606 0.0155456 0.0391414 179.958 22.7559 -7.39587
E4 -1.36571 -17.2629 -0.00435036 -0.0143939 265.477 17.3169 -6.08402
E5 -1.36938 -0.0329298 -0.0427635 -1.78816 181.377 1.37044 -10.9875
E6 -8.26302 0.0349151 -0.0119711 -0.0830067 179.758 8.26310 -11.6038
E7 5.75681 0.00501069 0.0211256 0.210256 0.0498698 5.75685 -11.4559
Large lobe
L1 0.339640 10.6940 0.287504 1.53922 88.1809 10.7033 -5.88166
L2 9.51317 -7.81606 -0.113458 -0.527967 320.593 12.3128 -6.53292
L3 2.43243 -10.8101 0.168365 0.870533 282.681 11.0817 -6.25730
L4 -6.29143 -10.6187 -0.162600 -0.754767 239.354 12.3436 -6.62660
L5 0.0294675 0.0356299 0.0845775 61.3356 50.4078 0.0963907 -8.18868
Small lobe
S1 -1.84050 -9.06460 -0.356543 -2.20749 258.522 9.25643 -4.56647
S2 5.63226 8.09837 0.0994874 0.577838 55.1821 9.86488 -4.88852
S3 -3.55255 8.44461 -0.502648 -3.14041 112.816 9.17523 -4.69751
S4 -9.16026 3.70767 -0.182808 -1.05978 157.964 9.88386 -4.82960
S5 -0.0941824 -0.453653 -0.300980 -33.0080 258.271 0.552503 -6.92815
Figure 11. Location of the seven equilibrium points of the Ar-
rokoth contact binary in the projection plane xOy and for a
density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3. Red X-dots are topologically classified
as saddle–centre–centre points (hyperbolically unstable), orange
triangular-dots as sink-source-centre points (complexly unstable)
and green circle-dots as centre–centre–centre points (linearly sta-
ble). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
are one order of magnitude higher (∼ 10−2). We also note
that equilibrium points E5 and E7 are located inside the large
lobe, while E6 is inside the small lobe. Equilibrium point E5 is
the closest to Arrokoth’s centroid at approximately 1.37 km
away. This behaviour can be more efficiently observed if we
examine Fig. 11, where we plotted the arrangement of all
of Arrokoth’s equilibrium points in its projection plane xOy.
This figure illustrates another peculiarity of Arrokoth’s equi-
librium points. Due to Arrokoth’s high ellipticity, there is
no radial symmetry on its external equilibrium points, only
axial symmetry. As can be seen from the radii column of
Table 4, axial symmetry occurs with the pairs of equilib-
rium points E1−E3 and E2−E4. Equilibrium point E2 has
an approximately 5◦ left-hand side offset from the y-axis
(λ = 95◦), while equilibrium point E4 also has a 5◦ left-hand
side offset from the y-axis (λ = 265◦), i.e., both are at the
same side of the y-axis and they are almost on the same line
as E2−E5−E4 (see X column), while equilibrium points E1
and E3 are at opposite sides of the x-axis (λ = 358◦,179◦;
respectively).
In addition, we divided Arrokoth contact binary’s orig-
inal polyhedral shape into two lobes using the neck’s di-
mensions. We used 849 triangular faces with 4,463 mas-
cons (Geissler et al. 1996; Werner & Scheeres 1997; Scheeres
et al. 1998) for the large lobe and 809 triangular faces with
3,127 mascons for the small lobe. We then used the Minor-
Equilibria package with the mascons approach to find the
location of the equilibrium points for each lobe. Each lobe
has its own body-fixed co-ordinate frame for describing the
locations of equilibrium points. We also assume that each
individual lobe has a uniform rotation about its own largest
moment of inertia (z-axis) along with their centroids with
same spin period of 9.2 h, used for the rubble-pile model for
Arrokoth’s solar nebula origin (McKinnon et al. 2020) and
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Figure 12. Location of the five equilibrium points of the large (left-hand side) and the small (right-hand side) lobes seen from their xOy
projection planes, for a density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3 and a rotation period of 9.2 h.
near the rotation period of 10 h used by Grishin et al. (2020),
for smoothed particles hydrodynamic simulations of the ori-
gin of Arrokoth-like Kuiper-belt contact binaries from wide
binaries. All equilibrium points are computed for a constant
density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3. Our results of the equilibria from
the large and small lobes are shown in Table 4 and plotted in
Fig. 12. In Table 4, note that we use the same co-ordinates
notation X, Y and Z to represent the locations of equilibria
for Arrokoth and its large and small lobes, although they
are on different frames. We found five equilibrium points for
each individual lobe, considering their shape and spin rate.
We denoted the equilibrium points of the large and small
lobes by Li and Si (i = 1, ...,5), respectively. Note from Fig.
12 that if the large and small lobes are merged, then the
location of equilibrium point L2 is relatively close to the lo-
cation of equilibrium point S2, which suggests that they are
created from Arrokoth equilibrium point E2 (Fig. 11). This
same behaviour can also be observed from the pairs of equi-
librium points L3/S3 and L4/S4 that are relatively close to
each other; thus, they would be created from Arrokoth equi-
librium points E5 and E4, respectively (see, e.g., Jiang et al.
(2015); Yu & Hexi (2018)). We used a different approach to
these authors. We computed the gravitational field of each
individual lobe separately and the lobes do not interact with
each other. In addition, from Table 4, we can see that equi-
librium points of the large and small lobes preserve the ra-
dial asymmetry of the original Arrokoth shape due to their
elongation.
5.2 Equilibria Stability
We also examined the stability of the equilibria shown in
Table 4. We studied the linear stability of the equilibrium
points. The unnormalized eigenvalues for each given equi-
librium point and their corresponding topological stabili-
ties are shown in Table B1 (Appendix B). According to
the eigenvalues, the first five equilibrium points, i.e., E1, E2,
E3, E4 and E5, are unstable. However, they have a differ-
ent topological stability. The odd indices of the equilibrium
points have a saddle–centre–centre topological structure (hy-
perbolically unstable), while the even indices are associated
with a sink–source–centre stability (complexly unstable). We
show that equilibrium point E5 is unstable and near Ar-
rokoth’s centre mass. In addition, equilibrium points E6 and
E7 have a centre–centre–centre topological structure that is
linearly stable. Following Scheeres (1994)’s definition of ex-
ternal equilibrium points, Arrokoth contact binary can be
classified as a minor body of type II. The large lobe alter-
nates between sink–source–centre and saddle–centre–centre
topological structures in a different type of Arrokoth con-
tact binary’s equilibria. The odd indices are complexly un-
stable points (L1, L3 and L5), while even indices (L2 and L4)
are hyperbolically unstable points. As a sink–source–centre
point, the central equilibrium point L5 also has a different
topological structure to Arrokoth’s central point. The small
lobe does not have a sequential pattern. It has one unsta-
ble point identified as sink–source–centre (S3), three equilib-
rium points with saddle–centre–centre topological stability,
including the central point (S2, S4 and S5) and a single ex-
ternal linearly stable point (S1).
McKinnon et al. (2020) inferred that the large and small
lobes were already aligned before the final merge and per-
haps were in a mutually circular synchronous orbit. Thus,
we additionally show the equilibrium points for each indi-
vidual lobe in the rotation period of 15.92 h in Fig. 13. For
the adopted rotation period, the number of equilibria of the
large and small lobes and also the topological structure of
the large lobe did not change. However, the topological sta-
bility of external equilibrium point S3 of the small lobe dif-
fers from that shown in Table B1, with a spin period of 9.2 h.
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Figure 13. Location of the five equilibrium points of the large (Li)
and small (Si) lobes (i= 1, ...,5). We use a density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3
and a rotation period of 15.92 h. Red X-dots are topologically clas-
sified as saddle-centre-centre points (hyperbolically unstable), or-
ange triangular-dots as sink–source–centre points (complexly un-
stable), and green circle-dots as centre–centre–centre points (lin-
early stable).
For this rotation period, the external equilibrium point S3
becomes linearly stable. In addition, for the rotation period
of 9.2 h the large and small lobes both have a type II sig-
nature. Nevertheless, for the spin period of 15.92 h the large
lobe maintains its type II signature, while the small lobe
changes to a type I signature (Scheeres 1994).
The geopotential intensity can also help to understand
the stability of a determined equilibrium point. For example,
Arrokoth inner equilibrium point E6 has the lowest binary
geopotential intensity (Table 4). Using the value of the bi-
nary geopotential to list the equilibrium points from small
to large, we get E6, E7, E5, E3, E1, E2, as well as E4. Thus,
one can conclude that E4 is the most unstable equilibrium
point and E3 is the least unstable external equilibrium point.
Meanwhile, for the large lobe we can conclude that equilib-
rium point E1 is the most unstable.
5.3 Location and Stability of Equilibria at
Different Density Values
Arrokoth contact binary’s density and mass are based on
assumptions (Stern et al. 2019b); therefore, we analyzed the
effect of different densities on the equilibriaAˆSˇs dynamic fea-
tures. In addition, the equilibria can be changed in terms of
their number, location and stability. For example, Feng et al.
(2016) applied a dynamic model of a contact binary body
consisting of two lobes (ellipsoidal and spherical) that are in
physical contact in the contact binary system (1996) HW1.
They showed that equilibrium point E3 can transit from a
linearly stable topology to an unstable topology, with the de-
crease of a dimensionless scaling parameter that represents
the ratio of the gravitational acceleration to centripetal ac-
celeration. In our polyhedral model, we choose a range of
0.5± 0.4 g cm−3 for ρ (McKinnon et al. 2020), keeping the
same volume and spin rate because these Arrokoth contact
binary characteristics are more precisely known than its den-
sity (Stern et al. 2019b). We gradually varied Arrokoth’s
density using the upper and lower density values 0.5 g cm−3,
as shown in Figure 14 by the dynamic equilibria trajecto-
ries. The coloured equilibrium points divide these dynamic
trajectories into two sets: equilibrium points, represented
by the black marks +, that are computed for lower density
Figure 14. Equilibrium points of the contact binary Arrokoth in
the projection plane xOy for a set of density values. Black marks
+ and ∗ show the equilibrium points trajectories and they are
computed from down and up density values, respectively, in the
range of 0.5±0.4 g cm−3.
values; and equilibrium points that are computed for the
upper density values, represented by black marks ∗. For the
lower density values, the external equilibria draw closer to
the body, while for higher density values, the external equi-
librium points move far away from the body.
This observation can be explained by the inertial frame.
As an example, we look into equilibrium point E2, where
there is a balance between the gravitational and centripetal
accelerations. If Arrokoth’s density is decreased, while keep-
ing the same volume and spin rate, then Arrokoth’s grav-
itational acceleration at point E2 is weak. Moreover, the
gravitational acceleration is less than the centripetal accel-
eration at this point, and E2 is no longer an equilibrium
point. For a point far away from Arrokoth, the situation is
even worse because the gravitational acceleration decreases
with distance (∝ 1/r2) and the centripetal acceleration will
increase (∝ r). Thus, distant points show an absence of equi-
libria. To obtain a balance between the gravitational and
centripetal accelerations in this case, we must consider dy-
namic equilibrium points close to Arrokoth. As the distance
to Arrokoth becomes smaller, the gravitational acceleration
will gradually increase in the dynamic trajectory for points
towards Arrokoth. At a certain density, the balance between
these two accelerations will be re-established to configure an
equilibrium point. The same analysis can be performed for
higher density values. In this case, the situation is reversed
and the external equilibrium points move far away from Ar-
rokoth (∗), as shown in Fig. 14 and Movie 3. In addition,
if Arrokoth’s spin rate is changed instead of its density, the
external equilibrium points will approach Arrokoth’s sur-
face for a faster spin rate. Meanwhile, at a slower spin rate,
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Figure 15. 1:1 Resonance radius Rr shown in xOy plane and com-
puted from equation (12). Color lines indicate a set of numerical
combinations using two main J2 and C22 second-order and degree
spherical harmonic coefficients from gravitational and centripetal
accelerations. The color combinations are: no J2 and no C22 (red),
J2 +C22 (black), J2 and no C22 (green), and finally, C22 and no J2
(blue). The location of equilibrium points of the Arrokoth contact
binary is represented by X-cross black dots. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
the external equilibrium points will move far away from Ar-
rokoth.
However, the situation is different for the dynamic in-
ner equilibrium points E6 and E7, which become close to
the inner equilibrium point E5 when the density increases
and they follow their dynamic trajectories far away from it
when the density decreases. In the case of lower density val-
ues, equilibrium points E6 and E7 move towards equilibrium
points E3 and E1, respectively. When the densities are in the
range of 0.13−−0.14 g cm−3, the equilibrium points E1 and
E7 approach each other. At a certain density of this inter-
val, E1 and E7 collide and annihilate each other (E1/E7) on
Arrokoth contact binary’s surface. After first annihilation,
five equilibrium points remain (E2, E3, E4, E5 and E6). At
this point, Arrokoth’s body should be below structural fail-
ure because this is the first surface-shedding condition for
loose material to fly off its surface (Hirabayashi & Scheeres
2014). As the density continues to decrease, E3 and E6 ap-
proach each other and touch Arrokoth’s surface simultane-
ously. These two equilibrium points touch the same point on
Arrokoth’s surface and annihilate each other on the surface.
After the second annihilation, for densities ≤ 0.11 g cm−3,
three equilibrium points remain (E2, E4 and E5). Only E5 is
inside Arrokoth. Following Jiang et al. (2015); Yu & Hexi
(2018)’s topological classification of Kleopatra-shaped ob-
jects, Arrokoth contact binary can be classified as topo-
logical case type I. The difference is that the first aster-
oid Kleopatra surface shedding occurs between equilibria
pairs E3/E6 (Hirabayashi & Scheeres 2014). Moreover, the
first E1/E7 surface shedding appears asymmetrically over the
large lobe’s surface (below x-axis), because of its very irreg-
ular shape.
The topological stabilities of equilibrium points do not
change before the first and second annihilations (Table B1).
However, depending on the range of densities and the spin
rate adopted for a body, the equilibrium point stabilities can
change (e.g., see Feng et al. (2016)). In comparing Figs 11
and 13, the equilibrium points of the large and small lobes
did not preserve any topological stabilities from Arrokoth’s
original body (note that these figures are presented in the
opposite perspective of views ±z). The result suggests, e.g.,
that before the lobes were merged, i.e., before the equilib-
rium points L3 and S3 annihilated each other, the centre
equilibrium point E5 had two different topological struc-
tures: an unstable sink–source–centre from equilibrium point
L3 and a linearly stable one from equilibrium point S3. Then,
after merging, the central equilibrium point E5 becomes an
unstable saddle–centre–centre point. This same characteris-
tic of topological stability can be noted for the other equi-
librium points, e.g., the unstable equilibrium point E3 can
arise from the linearly stable S1. This feature can also be ob-
served even for the equilibrium points of the large and small
lobes, as computed for the rotation period of 9.2 h (Fig. 12).
Finally, our polyhedral model of Arrokoth shows a
different number of equilibrium points from those found
through ellipsoidal and spherical contact models Feng et al.
(2016). We found three more equilibrium points, i.e., the in-
ner E5, E6 and E7. Additionally, for the adopted range of den-
sities, the equilibrium points E1 and E3 show the same topo-
logical stabilities (hyperbolically unstable) to those found by
Feng et al. (2016).
5.4 Arrokoth Stability Through 1:1 Resonance
Hu & Scheeres (2004) investigated the stability of orbital
motion about a uniformly rotating arbitrary second-order
and degree gravitational field. They stated the conservative
bounds on zonal J2 and tesseral C22 gravity coefficients us-
ing the 1:1 resonance radius. They concluded that materials
will be flung from an asteroid’s surface when the 1:1 res-
onance radius intercepts it. We adapted their approach to
consider the second-order and degree terms of the gravita-
tional potential in the computation of the 1:1 resonance ra-
dius. Thus, we studied the influence of the J2 and C22 terms
in Arrokoth’s gravitational field for a density of 0.5 g cm−3
and a spin period of 15.92 h. First, we need to find the 1:1 res-
onance radius, the radius where the centripetal acceleration
from the body spin rate equals the point mass gravitational
attraction of the body. We can find Arrokoth’s 1:1 resonance
radius using the following equation:
r =
|−∇U(r,λ )|
ω2
, (10)
where | −∇U(r,λ )| represents the body acceleration trun-
cated at second-order and degree, expressed as:
|−∇U(r,λ )|= GM
r2
[
1 +
3
2
J2
(
Rs
r
)2
+ 9C22
(
Rs
r
)2
cos(2λ )
]
,
(11)
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with point mass longitude represented by λ and Rs is the
normalization radius defined previously.
If we suitably choose zonal J2 and tesseral C22 gravity
coefficients so that they are normalized by squared 1:1 reso-
nance radius Rr, then combining equations (10)-(11), we can
compute Arrokoth contact binary’s 1:1 resonance radius Rr
as follows:
Rr = 3
√
GM
ω2
[
1 +
3
2
J2
R2r
+ 9
C22
R2r
cos(2λ )
]
, (12)
where we set r = Rr.
Figure 15 indicates the influence of the zonal J2 and
tesseral C22 gravity coefficients on Arrokoth’s equilibrium
points. The coloured lines show the 1:1 resonance radius Rr
and the different numerical experiments with these two co-
efficients. This figure shows the absence of second-order and
degree gravitational perturbation terms, the 1:1 resonance
radius (red line) is greater than the semi-axis x with a mean
radius value of 18.89 km. This fact occurs in most of the
minor bodies, which have slow enough spin, so that x < Rr.
However, if we include the combination of the second-order
and degree terms of the gravitational acceleration (Eq. (11)),
then the 1:1 resonance radius curves (black lines) intercept
Arrokoth contact binary in some regions, i.e., x > Rr. This
suggests that, at some sites, the body will be in tension and
materials will be thrown off its surface (e.g., see Movie 2),
as can be seen in the previous asteroidal analysis (Hu &
Scheeres 2004). Additionally, please note that the external
black line follows the asymmetry of the external equilibrium
points and it is very close to them. The black line also follows
the equilibria by always keeping the equilibrium point in the
outer region. Thus, we can infer that at this distance and
beyond, the second-order and degree gravitational potential
can be used as a good approximation for Arrokoth’s real
gravitational field. Figure 15 shows that the J2 1:1 resonance
radius (green line) does not intercept Arrokoth contact bi-
nary and the sink–source–centre points E2 and E4 are in the
inner region of the 1:1 resonance radius, while the saddle–
centre–centre points E1 and E3 are localized in the outer
region. This shows that there is no radial symmetry about
Arrokoth’s external equilibrium points, only axial symmetry
with a mean 1:1 resonance radius distance of 19.96 km. The
1:1 resonance radius C22 (blue line) is most likely to appear
close to unstable equilibrium points E1, E3, E5, E6, and E7.
We can see from Fig. 15 that the inner equilibrium points
are inside the blue line and the external equilibrium points
are outside it.
5.5 Zero-Velocity Curves
The zero-velocity curves provide insights into the dynamics
of massless particles that may be ejected around Arrokoth
from an impact or simple touchdown. Let us assume that
Arrokoth contact binary has a uniform rotation about its
largest moment of inertia (z-axis). Thus, the dynamic equa-
tions of motion of a test particle near the uniformly rotat-
ing Arrokoth in the binary body-fixed frame are (Jiang &
Figure 16. 3-D plot of the binary geopotential Vb(x,y,z) in the
xOy, xOz and yOz planes, respectively. The color bar lines also
illustrate zero-velocity curves of the binary Jacobi constant Jb, in
m2 s−2.
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Figure 17. (left-hand side) Zero-velocity curves in the equatorial plane of Arrokoth contact binary. Black lines represent each Jb value.
(right-hand side) Zero-velocity curves in the plane xOy. Black lines indicate zero-velocity-contour maps of each equilibrium point. The
Roche-lobe J′b is also indicated. Color box codes show the values of Jb, in m
2 s−2. In these figures, the shadowed areas sketch the shape
of the Arrokoth.
Baoyin 2014):
x¨−2ω y˙+ ∂Vb
∂x
= 0,
y¨+ 2ω x˙+
∂Vb
∂y
= 0, (13)
z¨+
∂Vb
∂ z
= 0.
Because equations (13) are time-invariant, the binary
Jacobi constant Jb exists as an additional integral of motion.
The Jacobi integral for the dynamic equations is:
Jb =
1
2
(x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinetic energy
+ Vb(x,y,z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
binary geopotential
. (14)
By analyzing Eq. (14) we can conclude that as the kinetic
energy term is always positive, then
Jb ≥Vb(x,y,z), (15)
since the binary geopotential Vb(x,y,z) is defined negatively.
If we set the kinetic energy value equal to zero, then Eq.
(14) yields:
Jb =Vb(x,y,z), (16)
i.e., the binary geopotential can be used for a determined
Jacobi integral value.
Thus, Eq. (16) provides constraints on the motion of a
test particle and defines zero-velocity curves for the space,
where a massless particle is allowed to be found and where
it cannot be found, given a specific value for Jb. These re-
sults provide specific information about Arrokoth Hill’s sta-
bility (Murray & Dermott 2000), i.e., concerning the possible
movement of a test particle around Arrokoth.
Figure 16 presents Arrokoth’s binary geopotential in dif-
ferent planes. The colour contour maps denote the binary Ja-
cobi constant values Jb. The projection planes confirm that
Arrokoth contact binary has a total of seven equilibrium
points. Additionally, these five equilibrium points are near
the equatorial plane. Similarly, there are three equilibrium
points E1, E3 and E5 close to the xOz plane. Because all of
the equilibrium points are in the vicinity of Arrokoth con-
tact binary’s equatorial plane, we can use the structure of
the zero-velocity curves and the projections of the equilib-
rium points to judge their stability. From the zero-velocity-
contour maps, we can see that there are no stable locations
in the proximity of the equilibrium points E1, E3 and E5. All
three projection planes show saddle-like structures around
these points, which is compatible with their linear stability
analysis (Table B1). However, for the equilibrium points E2,
E4, E6 and E7, there are centre-like structures around their
locations in at least one projection plane. This occurs in the
xOy plane for the four external points and also occurs in the
xOz plane for the E6 and E7 points.
5.6 Return Speed
From the Roche lobe concept, we can find the guaranteed
return speed across the Arrokoth lobes’ surfaces using the
velocity from the kinetic energy term from Eq. (14) as vr
(Scheeres 2012). Thus, we have:
vr =
√
2(J′b−Vb(x,y,z)), (17)
where J′b is the value of the Jacobi constant for the Roche
lobe thresholds and whose vr value is set to zero, if the binary
geopotential Vb(x,y,z) across the surface of the body exceeds
J′b.
The right-hand side of Figure 17 shows the Roche lobe
boundaries in the equatorial plane made using the Arrokoth
binary geopotential value Vb(x,y,z) at equilibrium point E3
(black line). In other words, the zero-velocity curve value
of J′b = −7.40 m2 s−2 connects the inner and outer branches
through equilibrium point E3 (i.e., the least unstable exter-
nal equilibrium point, see 4). From that binary Jacobi con-
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Figure 18. Guaranteed return speed vr computed across the sur-
face of Arrokoth contact binary, in m s−1.
stant value, we derived an upper value for Arrokoth’s sur-
face ejecta speed, which ensures that all ejecta with speeds
less than this value will eventually fall back onto Arrokoth’s
surface. In addition, in the right-hand side of Fig. 17 we
also show the zero-velocity curves from the other equilib-
rium points (black lines). Note that the three innermost and
the three outermost (out-of-graph) black lines are due to the
zero-velocity-contour map from internal equilibrium points
E5, E6 and E7 (note that the E6 and E7 zero-velocity curves
are asymmetric and very close to each other). From Eq. (17),
if Vb(x,y,z) ≥ J′b, then vr = 0, and a test particle can escape
from the environment near Arrokoth, even though it is on its
surface. Otherwise, if Vb(x,y,z) < J′b, and considering that a
test particle is positioned within the zero-velocity curve that
surrounds Arrokoth contact binary, there is insufficient en-
ergy for it to escape from the system. Therefore, the particle
will return and it will collide with one of the lobe surfaces.
Figure 18 shows the guaranteed return speed vr computed
over the surfaces of the large and small lobes, in m s−1. Ar-
rokoth’s limiting speeds are larger at the polar regions of
the lobes and in the neck, while the lowest values of the
guaranteed return speed are concentrated in the equatorial
region.
5.7 Binary Orbital Energy
We can also use the behaviour of the binary orbital energy
combined with zero-velocity curves and return speeds to in-
fer the boundaries of the captured and escaped orbits of
a test particle in the environment around Arrokoth. Thus,
the binary orbital energy can be written as (Scheeres et al.
1996):
Eb =
1
2
(r˙+Ω×r) · (r˙+Ω×r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rotational potential
+ Ub(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gravitational potential
.(18)
Note from Eq.(18) that the binary orbital energy is relative
to the inertial frame and is represented by the quantities of
the binary body-fixed frame with constant vector Ω in the
z-axis direction.
We have a captured orbit for Eb < 0 and an escaped
orbit for Eb > 0. Combining the scalar form of the binary
Jacobi constant (Eq. (14)) and the return speed (Eq. (17))
into the binary orbital energy equation, then Eq. 18 yields:
Eb = Jb +ω2r(x,y)2 +δωvrr(x,y), (19)
where the last item represents the inner product of the con-
vected velocity vector (Ω×r) and the relative velocity vec-
tor, δ indicates the cosine of the angle between these two
vectors and r(x,y) =
√
x2 + y2 represents the intensity of the
radius vector on the equatorial plane xOy.
Equation 19 shows that the magnitude of the binary
orbital energy Eb depends on the binary Jacobi integral Jb
and the return speed vr, which provide a direct criterion to
distinguish captured and escaped orbits in the neighbour-
hood of Arrokoth. Thus, let us set vr = 0 for a possible test
particle escape orbit from the environment near Arrokoth.
Then, Eq. 19, can be written as:
Eb =
1
2
ω2(x2 + y2)+Ub. (20)
This can also be considered as the binary orbital energy
of a massless particle on the zero-velocity curve. Thus, on
the left-hand side of Fig. 19, we show the binary orbital
energy on Arrokoth’s zero-velocity curves. Additionally, the
zero-energy curves can be drawn numerically in the first-
order approximation of binary gravitational force potential
Ub, if we set Eb = 0. Thus the Eq. (20) in the equatorial plane
(z = 0) becomes:
r(x,y) =
√
−2Ub(x,y)
ω2
. (21)
As shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 19, the zero-
energy curve relative to Arrokoth contact binary has an av-
erage radius of 24.14 km. We deduce that the binary gravi-
tational force potential Ub is nearly uniform at this distance
from Arrokoth’s centre mass. This result reflects that Ar-
rokoth’s shape irregularity only has an evident influence on
the gravitational field in a nearby area, but weak influence
in the area at a certain distance from its barycentre. This is
a perspective from the equatorial plane xOy. The right-hand
side of Fig. 19 shows the binary energy from the projec-
tion plane xOz. We note that the equipower curves in this
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Figure 19. Binary orbital energy lines Eb in the projection planes xOy and xOz, respectively. The black dashed line represents the
zero-energy curve in the equatorial plane. Color bar codes denote the values of Eb, in m2 s−2.
Figure 20. The binary gravity power map Pb in the equatorial
plane. The color panels indicate the values of Pb, in cm2 s−3. Shad-
owed areas sketch the shape of Arrokoth.
case extend to infinity in the ±z-axes direction and shrink
around Arrokoth contact binary. Then, a massless particle is
more likely to be captured in equatorial orbits than polar or-
bits. The zero-energy curve divides the zero-velocity curves
equatorial plane into two regions. We call the inner area the
‘inner region’ where Eb < 0, as shown in the left-hand side of
Fig. 19. A test particle with an orbit inside the inner region
must be in a captured orbit. We call the outer area the ‘outer
region’, where Eb > 0. A massless particle with an orbit in
the outer region should escape from the system. All seven
equilibrium points of Arrokoth contact binary are located in
the inner region of the zero-energy curve.
5.8 Binary Gravity-Power
Finally, combined with the Jacobi integral, the binary orbital
energy Eq. 18 can be rewritten as (Yu & Baoyin 2013):
Eb = J+Ω ·L, (22)
where L = r× (r˙ +Ω× r) is the massless particle’s angular
orbital momentum.
Taking the derivative of Eq. 22 with respect to time,
the formula of binary gravity-power can be obtained as:
Pb = ω
(
x
∂Ub
∂y
− y∂Ub
∂x
)
. (23)
Eq. (23) is only position-dependent. The binary poten-
tial is fully determined by the geometry of the gravitational
field, which is useful to measure increases and decreases in
the binary orbital energy. The left-hand side of Fig. 20 il-
lustrated the gravity-power field of Arrokoth contact binary,
which divided the equatorial plane xOy into four quadrants:
‘A’ (x > 0 and y > 0), ‘B’ (x < 0 and y > 0), ‘C’ (x < 0 and
y< 0) and ‘D’ (x> 0 and y< 0), respectively. We also show
the location of all seven equilibrium points and the shadowed
area sketches the shape of each lobe. In quadrants A and C,
the binary gravity-power equation is defined positively, i.e.,
Pb > 0. However, in quadrants B and D, the binary gravity-
power field is less than zero (Pb < 0). Therefore, a massless
particle has the binary orbital energy Eb added in the regions
where Pb > 0, but Eb decreases in the areas where Pb < 0. The
positive and negative zones both account for a ∼ 50% area of
the plane. In addition, the equilibrium points in the equato-
rial plane lie in the binary zero-gravity power curves, which
are locations where Pb = 0. For example, a massless particle
that surrounds the equilibrium point E2 in a periodic orbit
near-equatorial plane has half of its trajectory in quadrant
A, while another half of its path is in quadrant B. Then, the
test particle increases its binary orbital energy in quadrant
A and decreases in quadrant B, i.e., Eb changes periodically
over time.
Figure 20 indicates that extreme power values are
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reached at locations where the terrain becomes significantly
steeper. The figure suggests more possibilities for the surface
particles in quadrants B and D to be ejected from the large
and small lobes than those of quadrants A and C, which has
implications for the regolith evolution, which is related to
both the dynamics of ejected particles and the topography
of minor bodies (Scheeres et al. 2002).
6 FINAL COMMENTS
This study provided insights into the exploration of the sur-
face dynamics, equilibrium points, and individual lobes of
the New Horizons’ targeted Kuiper Belt object (486958)
Arrokoth contact binary. Firstly, we produced a low facet
polyhedral model of Arrokoth using 1,046 vertices and 2,928
edges combined into 1,952 triangular faces. Their geometric
and physical features were also explored using the concept
of geometric height. The surface orientation of the large and
small lobes was low and Arrokoth’s surface tilts did not ex-
ceed 90◦.
We computed Arrokoth’s binary gravitational force po-
tential using our mathematical approach. The binary geopo-
tential allowed us to study the dynamics of the surface en-
vironment through several quantities. Our results show that
the equatorial regions of the large and small lobes are binary
geopotential highs keeping the surface accelerations between
0.5 and 1 mm s−2. If the dynamic slope angles are < 40◦,
then loose particles below the friction angle can be trapped
in depression sites, like some craters found across Arrokoth’s
surface. We found that the equatorial area of the large lobe
is an unstable region, while the poles concentrate the flow
tendency of surface particles along with the neck zone, in
contrast with most of the minor bodies, which have a small
spin period. The results suggest that Arrokoth’s polar ar-
eas can retain some free particles. In addition, the overall
picture of the surface slope angles and of the tangential ac-
celeration vector fields do not vary significantly for densities
up to 0.25 g cm−3. The escape speed across Arrokoth’s sur-
face lies between 2.5−8.5 m s−1, and in its neck, the escape
speeds can achieve 7.9 m s−1.
Next, we computed the equilibrium points in Arrokoth
contact binary’s gravitational field. In addition, we also
found the equilibrium points for each lobe by considering
their gravitational fields separately. We found seven equilib-
rium points for Arrokoth contact binary. All external equi-
librium points have no radial symmetry. Arrokoth’s zero-
velocity curves show saddle-like structures around equilib-
rium points E1, E3 and E5, which is compatible with the
linear stability analysis. However, centre-like structures ap-
pear around equilibrium points E2, E4, E6 and E7 in at least
one projection plane. The inner equilibrium point E5 is un-
stable, which shows the instability of the neck. The neck
is distant from Arrokoth’s barycentre by ∼ 1.37 km. Mean-
while, the outer equilibrium point E4 is the most unstable.
Moreover, the large and small lobes have five equilibrium
points with different topological structures from those found
in Arrokoth. We also explored the effects of upper and lower
densities on the dynamic properties of equilibrium points.
We found that when upper densities are considered, the ex-
ternal equilibria move far away from Arrokoth, and consid-
ering lower density values, the external equilibrium points
move towards Arrokoth until some of them reach its surface
and vanish. Arrokoth’s stability through 1:1 resonance was
also investigated. Our analysis suggests that, in some areas,
the body will be in tension and materials will be thrown
off from Arrokoth’s surface. Additionally, at equilibria dis-
tance and beyond, the second-order and degree gravitational
force potential can be used as a good approximation for
Arrokoth contact binary’s real gravitational field. We also
studied Arrokoth Hill’s stability through zero-velocity curves
and guaranteed return speeds. Arrokoth’s Roche lobe is lo-
cated around −7.40 m2 s−2 of the binary Jacobi constant.
The guaranteed return speed thresholds are higher in the
polar areas of the lobes and in the neck region, and lower in
the equatorial regions. Finally, the Arrokoth contact binary
has a peculiar binary gravity-power field that differs from
other minor bodies. Arrokoth’s binary energy increases in
quadrants A and C and decreases in quadrants B and C,
which is converse to other prolate minor bodies.
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION OF THE
BINARY GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
The closed expressions with singularities correction terms
for the gravitational force potential, the gravity attraction
vector and the gravity gradient matrix, are respectively:
Uk(x1,x2,x3) =−
Gρ
2
n
∑
p=1
σphp
[ m
∑
q=1
σpqhpqLNpq
+hp
m
∑
q=1
σpqANpq + sin
(
gAp
)]
,
(A1)
−∂Uk(x1,x2,x3)
∂xi
=−Gρ
n
∑
p=1
cos(Np,ei)
[ m
∑
q=1
σpqhpqLNpq
+hp
m
∑
q=1
σpqANpq + sin
(
gAp
)]
(i = 1,2,3),
(A2)
−∂
2Uk(x1,x2,x3)
∂xi∂x j
= Gρ
n
∑
p=1
cos(Np,ei)
[ m
∑
q=1
cos(npq,e j)LNpq
+σp cos(Np,e j)
m
∑
q=1
σpqANpq + sin
(
gBp j
)]
(i, j = 1,2,3);
(A3)
where
LNpq = ln
(
s2pq + l2pq
s1pq + l1pq
)
,
(A4)
ANpq = arctan
(
hps2pq
hpql2pq
)
− arctan
(
hps1pq
hpql1pq
)
.
where, x1, x2 and x3 are the coordinates of a test
particle. In Figure A1 we have displayed all geometrical
quantities that appearing from Eqs. (A1)-(A4). The poly-
hedron is assumed to be homogeneous with constant vol-
ume density ρ = M/V , with n faces, each having m sides,
where G = 6.67408× 10−20 km3 kg−1 s−2 is the gravitational
constant8. Subscript k = 1,2 refers to the single gravitational
force potential from lobes large and small, respectively. And
subscript i = 1,2,3 denotes in the binary body-fixed coor-
dinate frame each coordinate axis x, y and z, respectively.
Each face defines a plane that is represented by polygonal
surface Sp and it have the normal vector Np. The orthogonal
projection of point P(x1,x2,x3) on the plane of the polygon
8 CODATA - http://physics.nist.gov/constants
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Figure A1. Geometrical meaning of the quantities used to rep-
resent the gravitational force potential and its derivatives of the
polyhedral model (Tsoulis & Petrovic´ 2001).
Sp is denoted by P′ and P′′ is the orthogonal projection of
P′ on the straight line defined by the segment Gpq. The dis-
tance between points P and P′ is denoted by hp and the
distance between points P′ and P′′ is represented by hpq. npq
is the unit vector which belongs to the plane of the poly-
gon Sp and it is pointing per definition outside the closed
polygonal surface Sp. If σpq = −1, then npq points to the
half-plane containing the point P′ and otherwise σpq = +1 if
it points to the other half-plane. cos(Np,et) and cos(npq,et)
denote the direction cosines between normal vectors Np,npq
and unit vectors basis et (t = 1,2,3), respectively. Since
|Np|= |npq|= 1, then we can compute the direction cosines
as cos(Np,ek) = Np ·ek and cos(npq,ek) = npq ·ek. l1pq and
l2pq are the 3-D distances between P and the end points
of Gpq. s1pq and s2pq denote the 1-D distances between P′′
and the two end points of segment Gpq, respectively. Terms
LNpq and ANpq are abbreviations of the transcendental func-
tions given by Eqs. (A4). Finally, the terms sin
(
gA p
)
and
sin
(
gBp j
)
are the singularity terms that appear for specific
locations of P′ with respect to the polygonal line Gp when
one attempts to apply the Gauss divergence theorem for
these cases. Tsoulis (1999) and Tsoulis & Petrovic´ (2001)
showed the values of the three singularity cases: when P′
lie inside Sp, P′ is located on segment Gp, but does not at
any of its vertices, and P′ is located at one of Gp’s vertices.
When P′ is located outside Sp, then singularity terms van-
ishes: sin
(
gA p
)
= sin
(
gBp j
)
= 0. From polyhedra approach
Eqs. (A1)-(A4) we can computed the binary gravitational
force potential, the binary gravity attraction and the bi-
nary gravity gradient matrix as a summation: Ub =∑2k=1Uk,
−∇Ub = ∑2k=1
(
− ∂Uk∂xi
)
and −∇∇Ub = ∑2k=1
(
− ∂ 2Uk∂xi∂x j
)
with
i, j = 1,2,3 and where ∇ represents the Hamiltonian opera-
tor.
Table B1. Eigenvalues (γn × 10−4, n = 1,2, ...,6) of equilibrium
points in the gravitational field of the Arrokoth, large and small
lobes with their topological structures. They are computed for a
uniform density of ρ = 0.5 g cm−3.
Point γ1,2 γ3,4 γ5,6 Topological Structure
Arrokoth
E1 ±1.195 ±1.498i ±1.259i saddle–centre–centre
E2 −0.669±0.990i 0.669±0.990i ±1.156i sink–source–centre
E3 ±1.341 ±1.468i ±1.431i saddle–centre–centre
E4 −0.673±0.994i 0.673±0.994i ±1.156i sink–source–centre
E5 ±2.330 ±5.752i ±4.084i saddle–centre–centre
E6 ±4.568i ±4.421i ±1.982i centre–centre–centre
E7 ±5.280i ±3.791i ±1.447i centre–centre–centre
Large lobe
L1 −1.059±1.362i 1.059±1.362i ±2.394i sink–source–centre
L2 ±2.875 ±3.103i ±2.416i saddle–centre–centre
L3 −1.280±1.516i 1.280±1.516i ±2.424i sink–source–centre
L4 ±2.424 ±2.825i ±2.257i saddle–centre–centre
L5 −4.493±1.516i 4.493±1.680i ±6.475i sink–source–centre
Small lobe
S1 ±2.103i ±1.323i ±1.013i centre–centre–centre
S2 ±1.169 ±2.099i ±2.040i saddle–centre–centre
S3 −0.842±1.588i 0.842±1.588i ±1.890i sink–source–centre
S4 ±1.549 ±2.253i ±2.126i saddle–centre–centre
S5 ±9.830 ±7.623i ±6.761i saddle–centre–centre
APPENDIX B: EIGENVALUES
Eigenvalues of the equilibrium points presented in Table 4,
referring to the (486958) Arrokoth contact binary system.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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